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The way in which mapmakers 'realized' the city cartographically became increasingly sophisticated at various stages of the production process, from the use of more detailed compilation practices to the development of precise colour printing, as consumers increasingly developed rational and orderly approaches to the representation, use and management of space. Bartholomew's specialized municipal maps, for example, along with the fire insurance plans of Charles E. Goad Ltd., show increased demand for cartographers' expertise and their capacity to provide precise urban information as cities grew in size and complexity throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Edinburgh is best known as an intellectual, cultural city: home to the Scottish Enlightenment, to prominent educational and theological institutions and, now, to worldfamous arts festivals. But in the late nineteenth century, the city's industry was far more important and visible than contemporary commentary or much subsequent historiography suggests. Census returns between 1881 and 1921 show industry to have been by far the largest employment sector in the city. It surpassed commercial, professional, agricultural and domestic work for both men and women by 1920. 2 Printing and publishing were especially strong features of the local economy.
Following the Act of Union (1707) the city had kept its banks, religious institutions, educational establishments and law courts, and their demands for print were amply met by local suppliers. Post Office directories and census reports reveal that there were more than 500 printing, publishing and associated firms in operation in Edinburgh during the late nineteenth century, and employment in the industry averaged 6,380 in this period, or more than 5 per cent of Edinburgh's total workforce. 3 The sector had a clear, visible impact on the built environment. Post Office directories combined with address data from publishing firms' workbooks show, for example, that two printers living in the Marchmont area of Edinburgh would have passed at least twenty other printing and/or publishing establishments on their one-mile journey to work. 4 Industry was certainly more evident in the lived city than contemporary accounts would have us believe.
It was less the presence of the publishing industry than its juxtaposition with intellectual concerns that made Edinburgh special. Within this environment, map making played an important role. The Edinburgh mapmakers John Bartholomew & Co. were a large local employer, with more than a hundred workers for much of the period in question. 5 Under the leadership of John George Bartholomew, who managed the firm from 1888 until his death in 1920, the firm acquired a local, national and even global reputation for the aesthetic quality and accuracy of its maps.
A close focus on the local conditions of production shows that in its journey from idea to finished product, a Bartholomew map passed through many hands, making the nature of cartographic authorship ambiguous.
intellectual image for the firm. This can be seen particularly in the design of their premises at Duncan Street, to which they moved in 1911 from rented premises owned by printers and publishers Thomas Nelson & Sons. No visual references to industry were observable from the outside or even in the front interior of their building. Instead, its neo-classical design spoke of scholarship and authority. Designs, floor plans and correspondence all show that the Bartholomew firm took an orderly, systematic approach to its new space, whether discussion concerned increasing demarcation of professional and industrial spaces, improved employee provisions such as lavatories and cloakrooms, or the division of working spaces into loud or quiet, public or private.
Other institutions and businesses such as Edinburgh Town Council, private and municipal engineers, and insurance companies shared Bartholomew's perception that cartography was an august pursuit which made maps ever more marketable and valuable. Edinburgh Town Council, for example, paid large sums for city maps and regularly made highly specific production requirements, such as '3 feet of drawing paper joined at foot of plan and mounted on holland' (May 1890). 7 The additional paper allowed them to annotate Bartholomew's work for their own planning purposes. They also ordered 'blank'-unlabelled and uncolouredcity maps on which to draw proposals such as the routes for new electric street lighting. 8 From further afield, Charles E. Goad Ltd., the Londonbased producers of fire-insurance plans, mapped Edinburgh and Leith through close correspondence with local firms. Accuracy and usefulness were basic requirements. On one 'key plan', which shows all the sheets that make up Goad's coverage of Edinburgh, a pencil annotation instructs the draughtsman to check the estimated population figure 'against the census'. 9 Approximation would do for neither the maps nor the accompanying data. The Goad letter books reveal the extensive revisions insurance maps went through and the need for the plans to be continually updated. Charles E. Goad explicitly warned subscribers 'how rapidly these Volumes become obsolete if the periodical Revisions are not attached'. 10 As a marketing tactic, claims of newness were far from unique. In relative terms, however, these claims were justified: Goad's Edinburgh plans (fully revised at least every three years) were significantly more detailed than the Post Office plans (issued annually) and considerably more up-to-date than Ordnance Survey plans, which were updated at intervals of ten to thirty years.
Map making, whether local or conducted from afar, was a continually developing way of understanding Edinburgh. This was true for cartographers, city officials and insurers, all of whose increasingly detailed conception of urban space corresponded with more accurate production practices and the greater availability of printed cartographic material. Map making was also part of a broader move towards growing documentation of urban places. 11 These forms of urban cartography effectively show how codified, empirical systems of knowledge came to occupy a privileged position in late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century cities. In particular, map-making practices in Edinburgh changed not only how cities were depicted, but also how city spaces were conceptualized and used.
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